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DIEUDONNE MODULES OF FINITE LOCAL GROUP SCHEMES 
BY 
FRAN3 OORT ‘) 
(Communicated by Professor J. P. MURRE at the meeting of December 16, 1073) 
In this note we construct Dieudonne modules for local group schemes 
over complete locsl rings, taking for granted the theory of Dieudonne 
modules for (smooth) formal groups as developed by Dieudonn6 and 
Cartier. This concerns the covariant theory, while in the contravariant 
theory of Dieudonne modules for finite group schemes with the help of 
Witt vectors, perfectness of the base field seems essential (cf. 4.7 below). 
However the covariant theory works for formal groups, and with the 
help of smooth resolutions of finite group schemes we can derive a co- 
variant equivalence between finite local group schemes over complete 
local rings and Dieudonne modules. 
1. We fix a prime number p, and we consider base rings R in which 
every prime number not equal to p is invertible (eventually R will be a 
complete local ring with residue characteristic p). All groups, group 
schemes and formal groups considered are supposed to be commutative. 
By W(R) we denote the ring of “u8ual” infinite Witt vectors over R, 
i.e. in the notation of [l], page 61, this is the ring W,-(R). 
On the category AlgR of commutative R-algebras Cartier defined a 
group valued fun&or ~+=oR, which we denote by 
lvR=~: Algi+Ab; 
the group p(A) consists of: 
m4 : = ((m, a1 , . ..)laf E l6C A, almost all zero}, 
where l6is the ideal of nilpotent elements of A, “almost all zero” means 
that except for a finite set of indices Q = 0, and p(A) is a (commutative) 
group by Witt addition. Moreover by 
ER=E : = End(w)” 
we denote the opposite of the ring of endomorphisms of this fun&or @. 
This ring is not commutative if a I-+ ap is not the identity map in R. 
1) The University of Aarhus, Danmark, is gratefully thanked for support and 
stimulating atmosphere. 
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This ring sometimes is denoted by 
ER = W(R)[Fl[[ VII 
(cf. [l], page 50, Theorem 1, and last paragraph of page 52 ; we write 
Vi = V,t and P=F,j), where the relations between elements of W(R), 
F and I’ are the usual ones (cf. [l], page 51, (3) and (4)). 
The notation CT(G) will be taken over from [2], page 131. Concerning 
the notions E, m and CT we need several facts; these will be listed now, 
and the proofs in the rest of this note are complete taking for granted 
all statements (2.i), 1 <i<4. 
(2.1). The morphism of set-functors D + r+ (D is the “formal affine 
line” over R, the morphism is the first coordinate) yields a functorial 
isomorphism 
CT(-) z Horn (r+, -) 
of group functors defined on the category of (smooth) formal groups 
(cf. [2], Theorem 1 and page 131). 
(2.2). For a (smooth) formal group G the left E-module C=CT(G) 
satisfies the following properties : 
(1) n;, V”Q=O, 
(2) C has no l’-torsion elements, 
(3) C/ VC is a free R-module of finite rank (cf. [2], page 130, conditions 
A, B, C, plus page 131; also cf. [8], page 308, where the case 
0 =p .l E R was reviewed). 
DEFINITION. C is said to be an “E-module of C-type” if C is a left 
E-module satisfying these three conditions. 
(2.3). (Dieudonne and Cartier). There is a covariant equivalence 
CTR= CT between the category of (smooth) formal groups over R and 
the category of E-modules of C-type (we suppose every prime number 
different from p is invertible in R; cf. [2], Theorems 2 and 3, and the rest 
of page 131). 
DEFINITION. Let C be an E-module of C-type; by (2.3) there exists 
G with C N CT(G), and we say M “has dimension d” if G is smooth 
on d parameters. 
(2.4). Let 0 + Ci -+ Cz + Cs -+ 0 be an exact sequence of left E- 
modules. If Ci and Cs are E-modules of C-type then the same holds 
for Cz: condition (l), respectively (2), for Ci and Ca implies the same 
for Cz, and conditions (2, 3) for Ci and Ca imply (3) for CZ. 
3. Let S be a scheme which we suppose to be affine and locally 
noetherian. The category of presohemes over X will be topologized with 
the help of the fpqc-topology (cf. [a], IV. 6.3). A sequence of group schemes 
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over S will be called exact ifit is an exact sequence in the abelian category 
of sheaves of groups in the fpqc-site. We recall: 
(3.1). (cf. [S], Proposition 5.1). Suppose N is a finite flat (commutative) 
group scheme over S ; then there exists an exact sequence 
O+N+Go:Gl+O 
where GO, Gr are smooth commutative group schemes of finite type 
over S. 
Such an exact sequence will be called a smooth resolution of N. Suppose 
given a second smooth resolution 
b 
then : 
0 + N --f H,, - HI + 0, 
(3.2) there results a commutative, exact diagram 
0 0 
4 4 
O+Ho~Ho+O 
4 4 i 
O+N+G,,+H,,C-G2+0 
14 i P 
O+N+Go-----+ G1 + 0 
4 J 
0 0 ca ii 
of S-group schemes in which Ga is smooth, and up a smooth morphism. 
PROOF. N + Go+ HO is given by the two embeddings of N into GO 
and Ho. Because N is finite and flat over S, the quotient (GO + Ho)/N = :Gz 
is representable (cf. [3], III. 2.3, Theorem 3.2; cf. [4], V. 7, Theorem 7.1). 
Thus the diagram can be completed, and the kernel of p is representable 
because it is isomorphic to the kernel Ho of the projection GO + Ho --f Go. 
Note that p is a locally trivial fibre space in the fpqc-topology with 
structure group the smooth group scheme HO, thus locally r, becomes 
smooth after fpqc-base-change, hence p is smooth by the last line of 
EGA, IVs, 6.8.3, which proves (3.2). 
(3.3). Suppose given smooth resolutions Go/N 3i 4, Ko/P N KI of 
finite flat group schemes N and P, and an S-homomorphism f: N + P. 
Then we obtain a commutative, exact diagram 
with LO and LI smooth finite type group schemes over S. 
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PROOF. The quotient LO : = GO 2~ Ko = (GO + &)/N (where N-t P + KO 
is the homomorphism to Ko) exists (same references as above) ; because 
GO and Ko are smooth, Lo is a smooth group scheme, the quotient Lo/P 
exists, etc. Q.E.D. 
4. Let R be a complete local noetherian ring with residue characteristic 
p. Suppose G is a smooth (commutative) group scheme over S = Spec (R). 
Then the formal group c? is defined, and what we should denote by 
CT(G) we shall denote by CT(G). 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let N be a finite flat (commutative) X-group scheme, 
and let 
be a smooth resolution of N (cf. 3.1). Then we obtain an exact sequence 
0 -+ CT(Go) -+ CT(G1) + Coker (CT(a)) + 0 
in which Coker (CT(a)) depends on N, but does not depend on the reso- 
lution a chosen (in a sense explained below). 
PROOF. The fun&or CT clearly is left exact, and N being a finite 
group scheme, one easily sees CT(N)=O, thus exactness of the sequence 
follows. 
Let us write M,(N): =Coker (CT(a)). Consider the following exact, 
commutative diagram : 
0 -+ CT(Go) - CW&) - &z(N) + 0 
I 
N 
I 
N r 
0 + Horn (m’f, GO) -+ Horn (l?+, 61) + Ext (J?+, 8) ; 
here 20 is the completion of N along its zero section, we consider the 
flat topology on the formal schemes over R (cf. [4], VIIn 1.5 ; the “formal 
topology” in [7], page 349), and the exact sequence 
in the category of sheaves on this topology results in the usual Horn-Ext 
exact sequence, i.e. Ext (m+, 8) stands for the group of extensions of 
sheaves in this topology. The first two vertical arrows are isomorphisms 
by (2.1), thus M,(N) C Ext (l?+, 8), and the uniqueness mentioned in 
the lemma means: if a and b are smooth resolutions of N, then 
Let 
M,(N) = Mb(N) C Ext (m+, a). 
b 
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using the diagram as in (3.2) we arrive at an exact commutative diagram 
0 + CT(&) --==A- CT(&) + 0 
4 4 4 
0 -+ CT(CTo+Ho) --f CT(&) --f M,(N) -+ 0 
4 p* JE 
0 --f CT(G,,) - CT(&) + M,(N) -+ 0 ; 
4 J 4 
0 0 0 
in fact, by (3.2) we know p is a smooth epimorphism; thus by the 
smoothness criterion (EGA, IVl. 19.3.1), and because R is a complete 
local noetherian ring, the homomorphism 
is 
is 
smooth, and it follows that 
pi+ : CT(&) + CT(G) 
surjective. Thus 
CT(G) - MC(N) 
I\ 
r 
J 
E2pRq12 
CT(G) - Ma(N), 
which identifies M,(N) and M,(N) as subgroups of Ext ( r+, fi) ; the 
same for Mb(N) and M,(N), which proves the uniqueness stated above. 
Thus the lemma is proved, and we can define: 
DEFINITION. Let R be a complete, local noetherian ring, N a finite 
flat (commutative) group scheme over R, then we define 
M(N) : = Ma(N), 
where a is some smooth resolution of N. 
DEFINITION. M is said to be an “E-module of D-type” if M is a left 
E-module, which admits an exact sequence 
O+Co6-Cl+M+O 
of left E-modules, where CO and Cl are E-modules of C-type of the same 
dimension. 
(4.2) THEOREM. a) N I-+ M(N) is a functor; 
b) (still in force: R is a complete local noetherian ring with residue 
characteristic p) this functor is a wvariant equivalence between the category 
of local finite flat (commutative) group schemes over R and the category 
of Es-modules of D-type; 
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c) the fimctor AI coincides with the covarictnt theory of Dieudonne 
modules known before in case R= k, s, perfect field. 
PROOF. a) The diagram in (3.3) and the construction in (4.1) produce 
an &homomorphism Hf : 
Ma(N) = : M(N) z M(P) : = Ma(P) 
f 
Ext (@+, a) f, 
f 
Ext (m+, p), 
and the proof of (a) follows. 
b) The functor M is “surjective on objects”; this follows from the 
definitions and from (2.3) in the following way : let 
0+-C+ C~-+M+O 
be ss in the definition of D-type; by (2.3) then Ct N CT(Gt), ar=CT(a), 
i = 0, 1, where Go, Gr are smooth formal groups of the same dimension; 
from the fact that Go snd 61 have the same dimension and from the fact 
that IY is injective it follows that 
0 + N : = Ker (a) --f GO -% Q + 0 
is an exact sequence, and N is a jinite local flat group soheme; thus 
MN i&(N). 
The funotor M is “surjective on morphisms”; consider v: MN’ + MN, 
and 
0 += CT(Go’) = Co’ -+ CT(Gl’) = 6’1’ -+ MN’ -+ 0 
O-,CT(Go)=Co-tCT(Gl)=C~-tMN~O; 
from the exact commutative diagram 
Y Y 
0 + Cl’ N Cl’ --f 0 
4 4 
O-tC1’~~~C-fC~‘oC~-fMN~O 
4 4 II 
o-+co-- Cl -+ MN+0 
4 4 
0 0 
and by (2.4) we conclude Cl’ I-JMN 0 is of C-type. Thus (2.3) can be applied 
to the exact commutative diagram 
o- Co’ - Cl’ - MN’+0 
4 4 P 
O-tC~‘IT~~C-fC~‘oC~3MN~O 
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resulting in a commutative exact diagram 
with CT(Ga) = C~‘~MNC; clearly the (unique) f as indicated by the dotted 
arrow satisfies Mf = v. 
To end the proof of(b) we show M is “injective on morphisms”. Suppose 
f : N’ --f N is a homomorphism of finite flat local group schemes. Construct 
a diagram 
0 -+ N’ -+ Go -+ Q -+ 0 
Jr 4 i 
O+N+Lo+L~-+O 
as in (3.3) ; note N =I? because N is local and finite, and the same for N’; 
suppose Hf = 0, i.e. the dotted arrow exists: 
O-tCTGo-+CTGl-+MN'+O 
I 
/ / / / 1 I Mf=O J/ 
O-tCTLo- CTLl-tMN+O; 
by (2.3) this results in: 
O+N'-+&- G1 += 0 
which proves f = 0, which concludes the proof of (b). 
c) Let ,u denote the contravariant Dieudonne module fun&or for finite 
p-torsion group schemes over R=k, a perfect field (e.g. cf. [9], 3.12 and 
3.14 where this fun&or is denoted by ,u = M). We want to show that for 
any &ite local group scheme N the functors M (as defined above) and 
pD coincide (here D denotes duality of finite group schemes), i.e. 
MN= p(ND), functorial in N. 
Denote by Wn,m the finite local group scheme of Witt vectors of length n 
and of height m, i.e. defined by the exact sequence 
0-t Wn,m-+ w,= Wn-+O. 
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Then (W,,dD1: Wm,%, an isomorphism which interchanges the operations 
P and V on Witt vectors (cf. [9], Proposition 3.21), 
and for any f E End (W,,,), then Mf and p(fD) are identified under this 
isomorphism; from this it follows easily that M N ,uD for finite group 
schemes of local-local type: if k is perfect, and N is a finite k-group 
scheme annihilated by Vn and by Fm, then there exists an exact sequence 
where Ni and Ns are direct sums of copies of Wn,m, thus M(N) ri,u(ND); 
this is functorial in N. For finite group schemes of local-separable type 
over an algebraioally closed field the equivalence M N pD is easy, and 
a Galois descent argument yields the same equivalence over an arbitrary 
perfect field. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
(4.3) REMARK. A much more elegant way of proving (4.2~) probably 
is the following. Let Gt denote the Serre dual of a p-divisable formal 
group (cf. [9], Definition 1.6). It seems to be true that CT coincides with 
the usual Dieudonne theory, i.e. CT(G) N ,u(Gt), where ,u is the contra- 
variant theory. Over a perfect field one can find a resolution 
0 -+ N + Go + Cl -+ 0, 
with GO and Gi smooth and p-divisable (cf. [lo]), and from 
O+CTGo+CTGl+MN+O 
0 + AGot) + ,u(Glt) --+ ,u(N=‘) --f 0 
we conclude MN PD. 
(4.4) REMARK. Probably one can show that the functor CTR com- 
mutes with base change in the sense that if R + U is a homomorphism 
of rings, then EU @E~CTR(G) zCTv(Gv), functorial in G (e.g. use a 
resolution like (*) on [8], page 309) ; if so, the same can be said about 
the functor M = MR. 
(4.5) REMARK. It seems plausible that Ext ( p+, G) = 0 for a smooth 
formal group G; in any case the image of lim, Ext (@g+, G) in this group 
is zero by (2.1) and one might be able to apply an argument analogous 
to that of [ll], 3.4, Proposition 7. If so, we would have MN=Ext (m+, N) 
for a finite local group scheme N, and (4.1) would be clear, as well as (4.2a). 
(4.6) REMARKS. The construction of M could have been given with 
the help of formal smooth resolutions, i.e. we could have worked com- 
pletely within the formal topology. 
It seems desirable to extend M to a covariant equivalence which is 
defined for all finite (not necessarily local) flat commutative group schemes 
over R. 
(4.7) REMARK. The contravariant theory of Dieudonne modules for 
unipotent commutative group schemes over a field (not necessarily perfect) 
exists, where the Witt ring is replaced by the Cohen ring; this theory 
has been described in: C. Schoeller - Groupes affines, commutatifs, uni- 
potents sur un corps non parfait, Bull. Sot. math. France 100 (1972), 
241-300. 
Ma&ematiach Irwtituut 
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